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ABSTRACT
THE PROCESS OF SELF-ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR IN ADOLESCENTS
MAY 1993

KRISTINA M. HALLETT

,

B.A.

,

WELLESLEY COLLEGE

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Ph D
.

.

,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Professor Sheldon Cashdan

Ten adolescent females were assessed in regard to level
of object relations and degree of self-abusive behavior.

Subjects were administered a structured clinical interview
and the Bell Object Relations and Reality Testing
Inventory.

Two distinct groups were formed based on

frequency and intensity of self-abusive behavior; severe
Clear

self-abusive group and minor self-abusive group.

differences were found between the two groups.

Severe

self-abusing adolescents showed significantly impaired
object relations, and described their motivation for this

behavior as related to internal trauma associated with
These subjects also provided

significant relationships.

information which led to seven criteria for acts of selfabuse.

Minor self-abusing adolescents showed healthy

object relations, their motivation for self-abuse

appearing to be primarily related to peer influence.
attempt was made to define a temporal process of selfabusive behavior, although this remains less clear.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
"For reasons not known to the patient,
she felt very tense; while alone, the
tension mounted; then, all of a sudden,
she discovered that she had already cut
herself. At the brief moment when
cutting was executed, she was unaware of
the act of cutting and of the sensation
of pain" (Pao, 1969)

What is described here?

What does it mean when

persons physically injure themselves?

And more

importantly, why do certain people behave in this way?
In the clinical literature, self-abusive behavior is

most often referred to as "self-mutilation", "selfinjurious behavior" or "self-destructive behavior"
(Ross and McKay, 1979)

.

While self-abuse is widely

recognized among treatment settings as

serious and

disturbing behavior, relatively little attention has
been given to this problem in the psychological and

psychiatric literature.

This however is changing.

And

with the gradual increase in available literature on
this subject in the United States, self-abusive

behavior has begun to appear in the literature of other
countries as well, including Japan, Germany and Great
Britain (Doctors, 1981)
The present study attempts to explore the

phenomena of self— abusive behavior. Because this form

1

of behavior tends to be a salient feature
of

psychiatric disturbance in the teen years, the
focus is
on its expression in adolescents.

This study however

draws upon an object relations formulation of

development because of the theory's ability to shed
light on the development of the self in the adolescent
years.

While psychoanalysis focuses on the impulse-

defense configuration, object relations theory is

concerned with the development of intrapsychic
representations of self and other which regulate and

direct behavior (Klein, 1975; Balint, 1968; Winnicott,
1971)

.

In object relations theory, the ego develops

conscious schemata of significant interpersonal
encounters, beginning in infancy which constitutes the

makeup of the self.

A primary task in human

development, therefore, is the formation of stable,
internalized, differentiated representations of self
and other.

This leads to a secure separate identity

and allows for autonomy without consequent ongoing

dependency on external others.

consequently offers

a

Object relations theory

framework for understanding self-

abuse and its expression.
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Object Relatio ns Theory

According to object relations theory, the ego is

constructed out of schemata of significant
interpersonal encounters that begin in infancy.

According to Winnicott (1958), "The mental health of
the human being is laid down in infancy by the mother,

who provides an environment in which complex but
essential processes in the infant's self can become

completed"
Initially, the infant has vague, undifferentiated

representations of self and other, the "other" defined
as the primary care-giver.

These undifferentiated

representations are based on pleasurable and

unpleasurable early experiences of frustration and
gratification.

The internal world develops from

external experiences which are at first attributed to
the undifferentiated self-object representation.

The

earliest stage of development is solely concerned with

gratification of instinctual needs and, although
dependent upon the relationship with the primary caregiver, does not involve awareness of the relationship.

As the infant's object relations develop s/he

moves toward an ability to differentiate the "I" from
This next stage involves

the "not-I" (Mahler, 1971).

3

a

process of separation-individuation comprised of three
subphases.

In the beginning (the "differentiation" sub

phase) the infant uses the mother as a frame of

reference, concurrent with a shift from

outward-directed attention.

inward to

Although the self and

object representations are still basically

undifferentiated, the infant becomes aware of the
object as something other-than-self

.

During the second

sub phase (the "practicing" period) the child begins to

focus on autonomous

functions and gains an awareness

of her/himself as separate from mother; however the

child still relies heavily on the mother's
availability.

In the third sub phase ("rapprochement")

the toddler has an increasing sense of separateness
from mother and of mother's separateness from her/him.

This constitutes the beginning of object constancy: in

which the toddler is able to evoke

a

consistent mental

representation of the significant "other" even when

physically separated from her.

Although "attainment of

libidinal object constancy is much more gradual than
the achievement of object permanency, at the beginning
at least,

it is a faculty that waxes and wanes and

rather impermanent" (Mahler, 1986)

.

Thus, the toddler

is more easily able to grasp the concept of stable
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existence in regard to a physical, neutral, object
(such as a ball)

,

than s/he is able to carry the

emotionally-laden internal representation of

a

significant other.

Recurring separation from the primary care-giver
in this period creates renewed separation anxiety.

This anxiety is produced by the experience of

differentiation between self and other.

While there is

still some fear of object loss, at this point the child
has a specific fear of loss of love (Mahler, 1986)

This is opposed to earlier experiences of separation
anxiety, which were seen by the child as more of a loss
of self, since the self and object representations were

still entwined.

During the rapprochement period, the child's

dependency needs and autonomy needs are most in
conflict, since the child fears that loss of the

object's love is associated with assertion of
"Here... is the mainspring of man's

independence.

eternal struggle against both fusion and isolation"
(Mahler,

1968)

.

Should the mother feel threatened and

unable to deal with the infant's emerging
individuality, feelings of abandonment are engendered.
separation,
The "mother clings to the child to prevent

5

discouraging moves toward individuation by
withdrawing
her support" (Masterson, 1972 ).
If, however,

the child is able to successfully

negotiate this internal conflict then s/he develops

a

sense of identity and object constancy by forming
stable, internalized, differentiated representations of

self and other.

The child now has a secure separate

identity and is able to assimilate maternal functions
into the self representation; this allows for autonomy

without consequent dependency on mother and lingering
feelings of abandonment.

Inability to successfully

negotiate the conflict between dependency and autonomy
in some instances, however, remains an ongoing internal

conflict, one which is easily provoked by any

experience of real or imagined loss.

If the conflict

remains active, the child moves into adolescence still
faced with the task of separation/individuation.

The

partially undifferentiated introject of the mother
remains a punitive force within the child, causing the

adolescent to respond to feelings of loss (real or
imagined) as an indication that s/he is "bad" and

deserving of "punishment".

6
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The Phenomena of Se lf-Abuse in Adolescents
The majority of people who engage in self-abusive

behavior first engage in this behavior while in
adolescence (Simpson and Porter, 1981? Pao, 1969;
Siomopoulos, 1974? Pattison and Kahan, 1983; Ross and
McKay, 1979; Walsh and Rosen, 1988).

In writing about

adolescents, Derek Miller touches on the subject of

self-abuse as "...a plea for help [which] represents

profound despair about oneself and a disregard for the
integrity of one's own body" (Miller, 1987)

.

He

suggests that self abusive behavior is "designed to

project helplessness and rage onto the environment and
at the same time force the environment to return

negative attention" (Miller, 1987)

Walsh and Rosen (1988) suggest that adolescents choose
to engage in self-abusive behavior because;

"...it expressed within a single act the
collective impact of the various
childhood and adolescent conditions".
Walsh and Rosen (1988) go on to suggest that

adolescents use the act of self-mutilation to act out
all of the familiar roles from childhood; the abandoned
child, the physically damaged child, the abused victim,

the (dissociated) witness to violence and self-

destructiveness, and finally, the aggressive attacker".
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In their study of 52 self-abusive and 52 non-self-

abusive adolescents, Walsh and Rosen identified several

conditions of childhood and adolescence that seemed to

predict of adolescent self-abusive behavior. This
included four childhood conditions: divorce of

parent/placement out of home, physical/sexual abuse,
illness/surgery

,

and family violence/alcohol abuse.

The four conditions of adolescence were: recent loss,

body alienation, peer conflict and substance abuse.
The most powerful predictor of self-abusive behavior

was the variable they term "body alienation", followed
by childhood loss of a parent and physical/sexual
abuse.

Although relatively little work has been done to
date on the specifics of adolescent self-abusive
behavior, several studies indicate similar findings to

those of Walsh and Rosen.

In a pilot study of 11

survivors of incest, Shapiro (1987) found that
11 women in her study abused themselves.

et.al.

(1980)

6

of the

Carroll

found that self-abusive patients were

more likely to have reported sexual activity with older
family members than did non-self-abusive controls.
In Green's (1978) study of 60 abused children, 30

"neglected" children and 30 "normal" children,
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a

significantly higher incidence of self-abusive behavior
ocurred among abused children.

Further, Green (1978)

reports that "In the vast majority of cases self-

abusive behavior was precipitated by parental beatings
or occurred in response to actual or threatened

separation from key parental figures".
(1980)

Carrol et. al.

also found significant differences between self-

abusive and non-self-abusive subjects in the areas of

major separations before the age of 10, family
violence, physical abuse and prohibition of anger by
the family.

Pfeffer (1985) and Nielsen (1985) both

cite similar variables as predictors of self-

destructive behavior in children and adolescents.
Bach-Y-Rita (1974), in a study of self-abusive

male prisoners, found that the majority of subjects had
a

history of early family violence and instability.

Over half of the prisoners had lost

a

parent by divorce

or death by the age of five, and all had histories of

alcohol abuse among fathers or father substitutes.

Added to this are reports by Kafka (1969), Pao (1969),
Friedman et. al.

(1972)

and Simpson and Porter (1981)

that view the early loss of a parent or a significant
self-abusive
other as important background triggers for

behavior later in adolescence.

9

For the purposes of this study, self-abuse was

behaviorally defined as acts of cutting, burning and/or
biting oneself in which the probability of lethality is
either very low or is incidental to the self-abusive
behavior.

Head banging was also included if performed

for the purpose of inflicting pain upon oneself.

Overt

suicidal acts were not included in this study, although

they are certainly abusive to one's body, because the

motive for self destruction confounds the issue of self

punishment (which does not necessarily involve the
annihilation of self)

.

Consequently, this study did

not address such behaviors as attempted hanging,

overdose or the ingestion of foreign objects.

Other behaviors which are abusive to the self,
such as eating disorders and substance abuse, were also
not addressed in this study.

Although these too are

certainly self-harmful behaviors, they most often
coincide with other psychiatric difficulties which are

beyond the scope of this study.

Furthermore, there is

evidence that self abusive behavior should be construed
as a separate and distinct disorder, with symptoms and

corresponding treatment all its own (Morgan et. al.,
1988).
1975; Pattison and Kahan, 1983; Walsh and Rosen,

Whereas, self-injurious behavior such as biting
and head-banging is reported at a high rate among
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autistic, schizophrenic and brain-damaged children and

adults (Carr, 1977, Simpson, 1977), these particular

populations were not addressed within this study.
Self-injurious acts among the autistic or schizophrenic

appear to be vastly different in intent from similar

behaviors in those people who do not have some form of
thought disorder and who do have the capacity to

utilize other means of communicating distress
(Shaeffer, et.al., 1982; Walsh and Rosen, 1988). Among

the general population, acts of self-abuse are seen as

incomprehensible, inexplicable behaviors by people who

otherwise appear able to function and communicate at

a

higher level.
Finally, a distinction is made in this study

regarding the use of the term "self-abuse".

Ross and

used
McKay compiled a list of 32 terms that have been
"a little
to describe forms of self-abuse, ranging from

and
suicide" to "malingering" to "parasuicide"

"purposive accidents" (Ross and McKay, 1979).
reflects an
Certainly, one's choice of terminology
and determines
indication of the author's orientation
Thus a term such as
the scope of one's observations.
of
self-mutilation e.g., suggests an intention

permanent disfigurement or disability.
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The term self

abuse in contrast, suggests the operation of

interpersonal motives and a disturbed level of object
relations. In this study, consequently, acts of

purposeful self-harm are seen as improper treatment of
one's body, resulting from a particular perspective of

one's self, rather than as acts intending to maim or

destroy oneself.
Differentiating Self-Abuse from Other SelfDestructive

Behaviors

By far the greatest amount of literature touching

upon self-abusive behavior is found in the literature

regarding suicidal behavior and suicidal intent.

This

is confusing both for researchers and clinicians with

self-abusive clients since it confounds self-abuse with
suicide.

Though the two often are related, they are

not synonymous.

An additional confounding factor is

that the self-abusive client/patient often includes

statements about "wanting to die" or "wishing they were
dead" in their descriptions of how they felt and why

they chose to hurt themselves (Gardner and Gardner,
1975)

.

This has resulted in much of the possible

literature on self~abusive behavior being "hidden"

within the literature on suicidal behavior.

For

example, Pfeffer, in her 1985 article "Self-Destructive
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Behavior in Children and Adolescents", refers to
several "suicide attempts" by children, although the

description of these events suggest self-abusive
behavior.

The events were labeled as suicide because

of statements about dying, even though the events

themselves were non-lethal.
Nonetheless, there appears to be a distinct

difference between actual suicidal intent/behavior and
self-abusive behavior.

Dorpat and Boswell (1969) in

a

study on differentiating suicidal intent noted that

there appeared to be three different types of "suicidal
behavior" with clearly different goals.

The first

group seemed to engage in "suicidal gestures" to
"restore the symbiotic union after some crisis

threatened its dissolution".

Dorpat and Boswell (1969)

suggest that the goal of people in this group is "to

seek a change in others which would bring about relief
from suffering or replenish dependent supplies".

This

description is consistent with literature which
describes self-abusive behavior, rather than suicidal
behavior.

Ross and McKay (1979) clearly differentiate

between suicidal behavior and self~abusive behavior.

13
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"There is in the action of the selfmutilator seldom an intent to die and
often very little risk of dying.
Although a self-mutilator could engender
his own death by his behavior, in the
vast majority of cases, this does not
happen. His behavior is actually counterintentional to suicide rather than
suicidal"

Similarly, Senior (1989)

,

emphasized that self-

mutilation does not involve the intent to die, but
rather the intent to provoke some desired outcome.

Walsh and Rosen (1988)

,

in a summary of literature

differentiating between suicidal behavior and selfabusive behavior, have labeled four variables which are

commonly used to distinguish between the two acts.
These variables are: the intent of the perpetrator of
the acts of self-harm, the physical damage resulting
from the self-harm, the frequency or chronicity of the
acts, and the methods selected for inflicting self-

harm.

Out of this work, Walsh and Rosen (1988) have

defined self-abusive behavior as "...a direct,

physically damaging form of self-harm, generally of low
lethality, often repetitive in nature, and commonly

employing multiple methods".
Simpson (1976) defines self-mutilation as:

14
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"behavior producing physical injury to
the person's own body, regardless of
apparent or putative intent. It may
involve removing, destroying, maiming,
disfiguring or impairing the appearance
or function of some body part or parts".

Evidence for a Self-Abuse Syndrome

Self-abusive behavior is not unique to any
specific group or category of person or personality
type, although there appears to be some evidence for

similarities among those who engage in such behavior.
Ross and McKay, in their book, Self-Mutilation

.

note

that
"Self-mutilation is not exclusively found
in institutional settings nor is it
restricted to severely disturbed
individuals. Just as there is no part of
the human body which has not been
mutilated, there is no setting where
self-mutilation has not occurred" (Ross
and McKay, 1979)
Initially, as researchers and clinicians struggled

to distinguish between self-abusive behavior and

suicidality, there was movement toward identifying

specific "wrist-cutting syndrome".

a

Graff and Mallin

syndrome
(1967) describe the typical person with this
as:

"...an attractive, intelligent, unmarried
young woman, who is either promiscuous or
overly afraid of sex, easily addicted,
and unable to relate successfully to

15

others.
She is an older one in a group
of siblings with a cold, domineering
mother and a withdrawn, passive,
hypercritical father. She slashes her
wrists indiscriminately and repeatedly at
the slightest provocation, but she does
not commit suicide. She feels relief
with the commission of her act."

Pao (1969) writes of a syndrome of "delicate self-

cutting".

In a ten year study of admissions to

Chestnut Lodge (an in-patient psychiatric ward) he
observed two distinctly different groups of cutters.
Pao labeled these two groups as "coarse" and "delicate"
cutters.

The coarse cutters were admitted after a

"single, deep and coarse incision close to vital

points".

Notably, these patients tended not to repeat

this behavior.

The second group, delicate cutters,

were characterized by "superficial, delicate, carefully

designed incisions" and tended to have repeated this

behavior many times (Pao, p. 198)

.

Pao observed that

there was a far greater percentage of delicate cutters

admitted (84%) than coarse cutters.
Several other factors distinguished these two
groups.

The coarse cutters were all over the age of 35

and more often seemed to be experiencing a "psychotic

depressive syndrome" (Pao, 1969).

The delicate

appeared
cutters, however, ranged in age from 16-24 and

periods
to have periods of psychosis alternating with

16

of "normality".

Finally, 80% of the coarse cutters

were male, while 85% of the delicate cutters were
female (Pao, 1969)

.

Pao noted other similarities

between the delicate cutters in regard to level of
psychosocial functioning, early developmental history
and the presence of other symptoms generally associated

with the diagnostic category of borderline personality
disorder.

These similarities did not exist to the same

extent in the group of coarse cutters.
Pattison and Kahan support the idea that selfabusive behavior can be classified as a distinct
disorder, although they do not see this as a specific

disorder of wrist-cutting, but rather

a

syndrome

involving many types of self-abusive behavior.

They

suggest that DSM-IV include a specific diagnostic

category of "deliberate self-harm syndrome" (Pattison
and Kahan, 1983). In describing this syndrome Pattison
and Kahan propose that the onset of the syndrome is

typically during late adolescence, with

a low level of

lethality and many repetitive episodes, generally

occurring over several years, often involving several
types of self-abusive behavior.

Their model for this

as:
syndrome includes other associated factors such

17

"... four predominant psychological
symptoms (despair, anxiety, anger,
cognitive constriction) predisposing
factors of lack of social support, [egodystonic] homosexuality (in men), drug
and alcohol abuse and suicidal ideation
(in women) ; associated depression and
psychosis" (Pattison and Kahan, p.870).
;

Further, Pattison and Kahan defined a number of

other psychological symptoms of deliberate self-harm,
including:

sudden and recurrent intrusive
impulses to harm oneself without the
perceived ability to resist
2) a sense of existing in an intolerable
situation which one can neither cope with
nor control
3) increasing anxiety, agitation and
anger
4) constriction of cognitive-perceptual
process resulting in a narrowed
perspective on one's situation and
personal alternatives for action
5) a sense of psychic relief after the
act of self-harm
6) a depressive mood, although suicidal
ideation is not typically present
(Pattison and
Kahan, p.867).
1)

Walsh and Rosen, in their book Self-Mutilation

,

support the idea of a "deliberate self-harm" syndrome

however they suggest caution since the syndrome is
defined very differently in the United States and
Britain.

They highlight the difference between

selfPattison and Kahan' s description of deliberate

18
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harm (which excludes highly lethal methods of self-harm
as well as incidents of drug and alcohol overdose) from

the work of Morgan (in Great Britain)

,

who they cite as

including "failed suicides" and other highly lethal

methods of self-harm in their definition (Walsh and
Rosen, 1988)

Motivation for Self-Abusive Behavior
The question of what motivates someone to engage
in acts of self-abuse is puzzling and disturbing,

especially to practitioners who attempt to treat
persons who engage in self-abusive behavior. Many

different motives have been put forth, particularly in
those articles that include case material. However, at
least two themes appear with greater frequency; feeling
"alive" and feeling "punished".

Graff and Mall in (1967) suggest that people engage
in self— abusive behavior as a means of gaining physical

relief from anxiety through preverbal messages.

In

this case, the individual is manifesting her/his

inability to verbally communicate their needs or
emotional state.

Graff and Mallin believe that

for the
behavior of this sort achieves several objects

individual:
"In a single act, cutting serves
simultaneously to elicit therapeutic
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manuevers from others, to attack and
punish the rejecting mother and to
provide the self-stimulation required for
relief"
(Graff and Mallin, 1967)
Specifically, Graff and Mallin refer to the

individual hurting her/himself as punishment against

the intro jected mother.

This becomes a way of guarding

her/himself against rejection by the mother, as the

mother is symbolically "destroyed" through the act of
Liebowitz (1987)

self-abuse.

,

refers to self-abusive

behavior as a means of "achieving revenge by hurting
oneself".

He suggests that self-abusive behavior is

more acceptable than harming someone else, as

a

way to

express rageful feelings brought about by an experience
of rejection.

Kernberg (1987) also views self-abusive

behavior as punishment by the internalized view of

a

critical or rejecting significant other.

Pattison and Kahan (1983) believe that self-abuse
"represents a 'masochistic surrender' response when the

person experiences an intolerable crisis in
rapprochement-phase relationships with others".

Grunebaum and Klerman agree with the idea that selfabusive behavior follows some difficulty or loss in
by
interpersonal relationships and is often accompanied

distress
an ability to verbally communicate internal

20

and tension.

In fact, Grunebaum and Klerman perceive

self-abusive behavior as a type of "self-prescribed
treatment" which avoids the need for verbalization and
also results in considerable secondary gain as a form
of attention-getting behavior.

They state:

"The patient's urge to hurt herself
appears to have several aims. One seems
to be a need to gain relief from her
tension. Another is the need to feel or
experience something real, a need to end
a painful state of having no feelings
sometimes described as 'emptiness' or
'unrealness'" (Grunebaum and Klerman,
1967)

.

Simpson and Porter (1983) hypothesize that

bleeding constitutes physical proof of existence, or as
one patient put it, "bleeding became... real, tangible

evidence that

'I do

exist somewhere in this world'".

Similarly, in reporting a case history Kafka (1969)

shares these thoughts: "... she managed to convey the

exquisite border experience of sharply 'becoming alive'
at that moment".

Pao (1969) suggests that self-abusive

behavior is similar to the experience of
depersonalization and derealization as a defense
against drives and associated affects, but that self

abuse differs radically from depersonalization in that
"...in cutting,

..

.the sense of immediate experiencing

was
was highly invested, whereas self-awareness
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obliterated".

Podvoll (1969), describes a very similar

process as a means of reducing tension.

Favazza (1987)

portrays self-abusive behavior as a means for relief of
psychological distress and is "...symbolically

associated with healing and salvation.

It also has a

symbolic association with the mutilative rites of

adolescent initiation,

they are pacts, selaed with

blood, indicating the adolescent's desire to be

reconciled with society".
In a first person report of self-abusive behavior,

one individual described her reasons for hurting

herself in the following way: "Sometimes

I

feel dead

and hurting myself makes me feel more real; at other

times it's punishment.

Most often the physical pain

eliminates the emotional pain" (Shapiro, 1987)

.

The

foregoing examples describe what seem to be the two

primary motives for self-abusive behavior;

1)

the use

of self-abuse as an internalized drama of punishment of

self by a significant other and

2)

the use of self-

abuse as a method of re-establishing one's sense of

connection to the external world after an experience of
depersonalization.
In considering the first of these, self-abuse as
be
an internalized drama of punishment, there seem to
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four key components which set the stage for an act of

self-abuse.
1.

The individual lacks the ability to

differentiate the implications of an action by

a

significant other from her/his own expectations of

punishment and acts this out through self-abuse.
2.

The individual experiences a physical

discharge of emotion through the act of self-abuse
rather than an intellectual discharge through cognitive
process, as is the case when one is not self-abusive.
3.

The physical act of self-abuse occurs via the

symbolic action of an undifferentiated internalized
other.
4.

badness

The individual carries a "reservoir" of
inside her/himself which is unbearable and

experiences an expiation of blame through an act of
self-abuse.
In addition, there also appear to be some central

aspects to the theory of self-abuse as a method of

establishing "realness".
1.

The individual at certain times becomes too

introspective

and experiences a sensation best

described as "spinning thoughts" which is often
accompanied by an overwhelming flood of mixed emotions.
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2.

The individual is unable to focus on any

constructive, calming aspect of their life and requires
some powerful external act (such as an act of selfabuse) to "rescue" her/himself from this inner world.
3.

The individual is able to return to a safe,

external, "real" world through the experience of

physical pain, particularly as it overshadows the
intense emotional pain that s/he has experienced.
This study represents an attempt to explore more
fully these two aspects of self-abuse: self-abuse as an

internalized drama of punishment and self-abuse as

a

method of establishing "realness". In both cases, the
individual is motivated to engage in self-abusive

behavior as a means of communicating

a

particular

perspective of the self through concrete, physical
action.

This author believes that both motives are

forces in each experience of self-abuse, although at

different times each may vary in degree and emphasis.
Ten subjects were solicited to participate in this
study.

Although earlier approaches to understanding

self-abusive behavior (e.g. Clifton, 1976

;

Barnes, 1985;

Stone, 1987) suggested that self-abusive behavior was

more prevalent among females, more recent evidence
(Walsh and Rosen, 1988) suggests that, among adults,
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there is no clear gender difference.

However, at

present there is no clear data on potential gender
differences in adolescents regarding self-abusive
behavior.

This study was confined to female subjects,

to control for any possible confounding differences

related to gender.

Also, in practical terms, among

treatment centers contacted for this study, there was

a

far higher percentage of females identified as having

engaged in self-abusive behavior.

Several different

treatment centers were contacted for potential
subjects, although ultimately only The KEY Program,
Inc., The Northampton Center for Children and Families,
Inc., and Franciscan Children's Hospital were able to

provide candidates for the study.

All subjects were in

individual therapy at the time of the study and were

recommended by their individual therapist as
appropriate subjects, following
inclusion criteria.

a

specified set of

Each subject was interviewed and

administered a series of tests, including standard

demographic questions, a structured interview and the
Bell Object Relations Reality Testing Inventory.

Interviews were conducted by two Master's level
clinicians, who were trained in conducting the
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interview, but who were unaware of the specific

hypotheses of this study.
The purpose of this study is to distinguish

differences in object relations among female
adolescents who are self-abusive; to examine the

motives which prompt self-abusive behavior; and to
develop a theoretical model of the process of self
abusive behavior, from the perspective of object
relations theory.
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CHAPTER II

METHOD
Participants

The following demographic information was obtained
from the subject's primary clinician: age, gender,
race, education, status of family of origin (i.e.

separated, divorced, married)

,

history of sexual abuse,

length of time in treatment (residential and individual
therapy)

,

frequency of self-abusive behavior.

Subjects were asked to participate in this study by

their primary clinician, following the guidelines for
inclusion/exclusion.

The criterion for inclusion were

as follows:
1.

Female

2

Between the ages of 13 and 19

.

.

In terms of

this study, it was most convenient to use a broad

definition of adolescence that begins with the onset of
puberty and continues through the end of the teenage
years and to consider the years from 20 to 23 as "young
adulthood".

With this broad definition, it is possible

to rely more heavily on psychological and psychosocial

tasks as indicators of progression through, or

significant difficulties with, adolescent growth and
maturity.
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3.

History of one or more acts of low lethality

self-harm (e.g., cutting, burning, biting or head
banging)
4.

Subjects who were included had engaged in

repeated acts of low lethality self-harm even if they
also have a history of acts of suicidal intent, as

self-harm is seen as a separate process, which does not
involve potential high lethality
5.

Subjects were in individual therapy with a

primary clinician
6.

Subjects were judged by their primary

clinician as capable of participating in this study,
based on the above-mentioned inclusion criteria (and

having none of the following exclusion criteria)

,

as

well as being judged emotionally capable of handling

a

review of their self-abusive history
7.

Subjects were not included who were overtly

psychotic, or who engaged in acts of self-harm while

overtly psychotic
8.

Subjects were not included who were diagnosed

as autistic
9.

Subjects were not included who have engaged

only in other acts of potential self-harm, such as
anorexia, bulimia or substance abuse
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Subjects were not included who have engaged

10.

only in acts of suicidal intent, such as attempted

hanging or ingestion of foreign objects
All subjects had previously been in residential

treatment for six months to a year.

Subjects meeting

the above-mentioned inclusion criteria were divided
into two groups with five adolescents in each group.

For this study, two diagnostic groups were of interest,
as follows:

Group

1:

Severe Self-Abusive Behavior

(

SSAB)

Group one was comprised of five adolescent females

who have engaged in 10 or more acts of self-abusive

behavior as defined earlier in this paper (repetitive
acts of non-lethal self-harm)

.

All subjects in this

group had received medical attention for at least one
act of self-harm.

Group

2

:

Minor Self-Abusive Behavior (MSAB)

Group two was a control group of five adolescent
females who have engaged in no more than three acts of

self-abusive behavior.

None of the subjects in this

group ever received medical attention for an act of
self-harm.

Subjects in the second group act as

controls for incidences of "contagion" in which

modeling of self-abusive behavior by peers has resulted
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in disinhibition.

Walsh and Rosen (1988) have shown

that self-abusive behavior often occurs in epidemic
fashion,

referred to as contagion.

They define

contagion as "the infliction of self-injury by one
individual and imitation by others in the immediate
environment", which they view as being a "concrete

display of affinity between two people" (Walsh and
Rosen, 1989)

.

Similarly, Ross and McKay (1979)

interpret self-abusive contagion as a primitive means
of communication, while Crabtree and Grossman (1974)

see contagion as preciptated by institutional

coerciveness. Walsh and Rosen (1989), in a study of

patterns of contagion, determined that generally the
individuals involved are

1)

highly enmeshed,

2)

have

difficulty with conventional forms of intimacy and

3)

find "deviant acts" to be exciting, and use engaging in

self-abusive behavior as

a

means of both communication

and of solidifying a bond within a relationship.

Regardless of the explanation utilized to understand
the behavior, contagion appears to be a definite

phenomenon.

In fact, contagion occurs not only

between those who have

a

history of self-abusive

behavior, but can also spread to those who are willing
to "try it out" as a means of replicating the secondary
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.

.

gains they observe in their self-abusive peers
(increased staff attention, release of tension, etc.).

Instruments

Measures employed in this study are described
below.

(Copies of the measure are included in the

appendix.

Structured Clinical Interview
Each subject was interviewed using a structured

interview designed to assess her history of selfabusive behavior.

The clinical interview was derived

in part from a national survey on self-abusive behavior

conducted by the Hartgrove Hospital Program for

Treatment of Self-Injury (Lader and Conterio, 1986)
The clinical interview utilized open-ended, projective

scenarios of self-abusive behavior (see appendix)
Bell Object Relations and Reality Testing Inventory

An objective test was administered to assess the
Each subject was given the

subject's object relations.

Bell Object Relations and Reality Testing Inventory
(

BORRTI

)

as a measure of level of object relations.

The scores on the BORRTI were used to supplement the

more impressionistic material derived from the clinical
interview.

The BORRTI is a set of 90 true/false questions

which comprise four sub scales dealing with different
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aspects of object relations, as well as four subscales

which assess reality testing.

The BORRTI has been

successfully used to distinguish between borderline

personality disorder and other diagnostic groups (Bell,
et. al.,

1988), as well as to distinguish between

bulimic and non-bulimic subjects, in regards to level
of object relations (Becker, et. al., 1987).

The authors of the BORRTI have produced a set of

non-pathological norms through administration to

a wide

sample, including college students, outpatient therapy

clients and hospital inpatients.

Internal consistency

among the four objects relations subscales is high,

with no bias for age, sex or social desirability (Bell,
et.

al.,

In addition, replication studies have

1986).

demonstrated

a

high degree of factor invariance among

the four subscales and support the construct validity
of this measure.

For the purposes of this study, only

the object relations subscales were formally assessed.

These are:
This scale
1) Insecure Attachment:
represents the broadest dimension of
object relations. Items focus on issues
of object constancy through assessing
trust in relationship, ability to attain
closeness, and degree of hope about
maintaining a satisfying level of
The primary intent is to
intimacy.
the person's
whether
determine
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internalized object representations are
sufficient to sustain a sense of the
other in their absence.
2) Alienation:
This scale addresses the
degree of pain involved in interpersonal
relationships. It contains a focus on
reaction to object loss and the tendency
for any experience of abandonment (real
or perceived) that may lead to a view of
oneself as a victim of cruelty.
3) Egocentricity: This subscale assesses
general attitudes toward relationships,
with a focus on the degree of empathy and
genuine concern for the feelings of
others with whom one has a relationship.

4) Social Incompetence: This subscale
measures the overall level of discomfort
in all aspects of social interactions,
specifically addressing difficulties in
making and sustaining relationships.

The entire interview, including the structured

questions and the BORRTI, was administered during one
session,

(which lasted approximately one hour) by a

Master's level clinician.

The clinician conducting the

interview was unaware of whether a subject was
of the SSAB or MSAB group.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS

description of P articipants and Demographic Factors
Subjects for this study were adolescent females

between the ages of 13

- 19 and

were all involved in

individual therapy, either through outpatient therapy
or through some form of residential treatment.

Subjects were asked to participate according to the
inclusion criteria outlined previously.

divided into two groups; SSAB, with

a

Subjects were

history of

repeated self-abusive behavior, and MSAB, with three or
less incidences of self-abusive behavior.

As defined

earlier, self-abusive behavior included acts of
cutting, burning, biting and head-banging, but excluded

specific suicidal acts such as attempted hanging or
ingestion of lethal foreign objects.

Membership in each group was determined by the
frequency and severity of acts of self-abuse.

Subjects

were drawn from treatment centers that specifically

work with adolescents, although self-abusive behavior
was not necessarily the primary precipitant for
treatment.

This study did not include subjects who

were overtly psychotic or diagnosed as autistic.
All subjects were adolescent females between the
ages of thirteen and nineteen.
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The mean age of the

participants was 15.9 years.
were Caucasian,

2

70%

were Black and

(7)
1

of the subjects

was Puerto Rican.

Subjects were mixed between the SSAB group and the msab
group, with both groups having a majority of Caucasian

subjects.

All subjects came from disrupted families,

although there were no significant differences between
families of separation and families of divorce.

All

subjects had a history of sexual abuse occurring at
some point prior to the interview.

All subjects were

enrolled in school and attending individual therapy at
the time of the interview.
BORRTI Data

Alienation Subscale
The Alienation (ALN) subscale focuses on the

individual's reaction to object loss, whether a real or

perceived loss.

Individuals with

pathologically high

scores have difficulty maintaining any degree of
intimacy.

Billington and Bell (1985) found that high

scorers on this subscale tend to be diagnosed with
The mean for non-

severe character disorders.

pathological responses on this subscale is .36.

Scores

above .36 are considered to be in the pathological
range.

The mean for the SSAB group on the Alienation

subscale was 1.176, which is significantly above the
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non-pathological norm.

The MSAB group mean was -.486,

which was well within the normal range.

A t-test (t=3.267) for correlated groups showed

a

significant difference between the SSAB and MSAB groups
(alpha = .05, tcrit=2 776)
.

The t-test for correlated

.

groups was used since all subjects fell within the same

demographic categories and had all exhibited selfabusive behavior.
Insecure Attachment Subscale
The Insecure Attachment (IA) subscale focuses on
issues of object constancy and the tendency to view

interpersonal relationships as painful.

Individuals

who score high on this subscale are prone to

hypervigilance regarding potential rejection and
abandonment.

Billington and Bell (1985) found high

scorers to be frequently diagnosed with personality

disorders involving avoidance, dependency, compulsivity
and passive-aggression.

The established non-

pathological mean for this subscale is .72.

Subjects

in the SSAB group had a mean of 1.385, considerably

above the non-pathological norm, while subjects in the

MSAB group had
normal range.

a

mean of -.21, which was within the
A t-test conducted between the SSAB and

MSAB groups was found to be significant at the .05
level (t=3 .727)
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Egocentric itv Subscale
The Egocentricity (EGC) subscale assesses the

individual's degree of empathy and genuine concern

towards others.

High scores tend to be found with

those individuals who have more severe ego boundary
disturbances, and have difficulty in differentiating
self from others.

norm is .43.

The mean for the non-pathological

The SSAB group had a mean score of 1.21,

significantly higher than the norm.

mean was .42.

The MSAB group

Adolescents in general tend to be more

concerned for themselves than for others, and this may
account for the MSAB scores on this subscale being
(relatively) higher than on any other subscale.

test (t= 654
.

)

A t-

was found to be non-significant for

differences between the two groups.
Social Incompetence Subscale
The Social Incompetence

(SI),

subscale measures the

individual's level of comfort in all aspects of social
interactions.

Difficulties making friends, maintaining

relationships and experiences of anxiety in social
situations are characteristics of high scorers on this
subscale.

Billington and Bell (1985) found the highest

scorers in this category tended to be diagnosed as
psychotic.

The non— pathological mean score on this
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subscale is .98.

Subjects in both groups were within

the normal range, with the SSAB group mean being .801
and the MSAB group mean being -.269.

A t-test showed

there to be a significant difference (alpha

= .05,

t=2.787) between the two groups, even though this

didn't involve highly pathological responses.
data are summarized in Tables

1

TABLE

1

and

These

2.

Means for Bell Object Relations Scale (N=10)

norm

Non-pathological
Group Group

SSAB

MSAB

BORRTI Scales

Alienation

1.176

.36

Insecure Attachment .72

1.385

Egocentricity

1.21

.43

.801

Social Incompetence .98

•

486

-.21
.42

-.269

Note: Hicjher scores indicate a more disturbed level
object relations.
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TABLE

2

T-Test for Correlated Groups
T-Test

Alienation

3.267

.05,

Insecure Attachment

3.727

Egocentricity
Social Incompetence

Significance Level

sig.
.05,

.654

2.787
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sig.
n. s

.05,

sig.

Correlations amo ng Subscales

SSAB Group
The Pearson Product-Moment Coefficient of

Correlation

(r)

is a measure used to establish the

degree of association between two variables.

A

positive correlation indicates that the variation in
one item is associated with similar variation in the

other item.

A negative correlation suggests an inverse

relationship between the two variables, such that as
one variable increases, the other variable decreases.

No correlation between variables indicates that no

significant relationship exists between the variables.
The Pearson product-moment correlation was employed to

test whether or not a significant relationship existed

between each of the BORRTI subscales for the SSAB and

MSAB groups.
Bell, in developing the BORRTI, determined the

subscale intercorrelations for a normative sample.
Bell (1991) suggests that the degree of

intercorrelation between subscales will vary depending
on the sample used and that certain diagnostic groups

may display high intercorrelations that reflect the
nature of the disorder.

As an example, Bell cites a

high intercorrelation between the Alienation and
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Insecure Attachment subscales for persons with

Borderline Personality disorder (Bell, 1988), which is
not seen among the normal population.

The relationship between the Alienation and

Insecure Attachment subscales (normative sample r=.49)
was significant (r=.84, alpha = .05), indicating that

a

subject who repeatedly feels a strong sense of loss or

abandonment will also feel little trust in

relationships and will feel unable to maintain
relationships in a meaningful fashion.
The relationship between the Alienation subscale
and the Egocentricity subscale (normative sample r=.50)

approached significance (r=.62, alpha = .05) suggesting
that experiences of real or perceived loss are related
to an increase in focus on oneself, rather than on

genuine concern for others.
Insecure Attachment showed a strong positive

correlation with the Egocentricity subscale (normative
sample r=.42)

(r=.81, alpha =.05).

This result

indicates that a tendency toward difficulty with

integrating object representations in the absence of
toward
the other is related to an overall wariness

relationships in general.

the

between
A strong negative correlation was found
(rEgocentricity subscale and Social Incompetence
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.84,

=.05, normative sample r=.21), which suggests

that the more concerned an individual is with their own

state of emotional security, the more likely they are
to be aware of and dependent upon relationships with
others, though those relationships may be painful

and/or unsatisfying.
No significant correlations were found between the

Alienation and Social Incompetence subscales (r=.079)
or the Insecure Attachment and Social Incompetence

subscales (r=-.16).
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TABLE

3

Intercorrelations among BORRTI Scales - SSAB Group
(Pearson Product-Moment Correlations)

ALN

IA

EGC

SI

BORRTI Scales

Alienation
Insecure Attachment

.84*

Egocentricity

.62*

.81*

Social Incompetence

.079

.16

*P < .05
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-.84*

.

.

MSAB Group
Pearson product-moment correlations were employed

between all subscales for the MSAB group and displayed
no significant positive or negative correlations.

Specific Pathological Responses to Items
Several items on the questionnaire resulted in

pathological responses as a group, as well as
pathological responses across groups.

90% of the

subjects responded in the pathological direction to
"I've been hurt a lot in life".

70% of the subjects

responded pathologically to: "I am extremely sensitive
to criticism"

;

"When

I

am angry with someone close to

me, I am able to talk it through"

"I yearn to be

?

completely 'at one' with someone"; and "I can deal with

disagreements at home without disturbing family
relationships"
Several items were only responded to in a

pathological manner by members of the SSAB group.
These items included: "When a person close to me is not

giving me his or her full attention,

I

often feel hurt

to
and rejected"; "It is hard for me to get close

anyone"; and "I often worry that

I

will be left out of

things"

There were no items answered in a pathological
the MSAB group.
manner which were only responded to by
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Structured Clinical Interview
All subjects were administered a structured

clinical interview by a Master's level clinician, who

was unaware of the subject's membership in either the
SSAB or MSAB group.

While a few clear trends were

displayed, in general the responses to specific items
in the interview were evenly distributed between the

SSAB and MSAB groups.

Given the nature of the

interview, it is not surprising to note that many

subjects gave several responses to particular
questions.

Each question was analyzed according to

type of response as well as to group membership.
In response to the question "Who else do you know

who has engaged in self-abusive behaviors?", 100% of
the subjects responded that they had friends who also

engaged in self-abusive behavior.

Two subjects (one

from each group) also mentioned family members with

history of self-abusive behavior.

a

There were no

differences found between groups for this question.

When asked "Do you have a particular method of

hurting yourself?", 50% of the subjects (all from the
SSAB group) responded that they "cut" themselves.

30%

admitted to "scratching" themselves (all from the MSAB
group).

Two subjects said they "burned" themselves
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.

(one from the SSAB and one from the MSAB group)

and

two subjects said that they "banged (their) head" and

"punched things" (both from the MSAB group)

Subjects were asked "How did you decide upon

whatever you used to hurt yourself?
this implement (if you used one)?
it?

Where did you get
How long had you had

Is this something that you use for other purposes

or specific to hurting yourself?"

Major differences by

group were noted in response to this question.

100% of

the SSAB group responded that they used "whatever was
available", that they would "hold onto it until needed"
and that there was no other purpose for which they used

that item.

(One subject admitted that she stole her

"

mother's hair cutting razors", which were her preferred
implement, although she was also willing to use any

object available)

.

For the SSAB group, the decision-

making process focused on committing the act of selfharm, not on the means by which she would harm herself.

No subjects from the MSAB group gave these responses.
80% of the MSAB group used "what (her) friend used",

and one member of the MSAB group used "only my own
body".

In general, the MSAB group seemed to base their

decision of self-harm on the input and/or behavior of
peers
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In response to the question "What thoughts go

through your mind leading up to an act of self-abuse?",
100% of the MSAB group stated that they were "mad" at

significant other.

a

All subjects in the SSAB group gave

multiple reasons for the self-abuse, including: two who
stated that they were "mad" at a significant other;

three who were "mad at (themselves)"; two who felt that
"no one cares" and three who felt that they "needed

help to feel okay again".
"What does your body feel like just

before/during/after you hurt yourself" elicited mixed
responses from both groups.

The MSAB group all

described their bodies as feeling "nervous" or "tense"
before an act of self-abuse, while the SSAB group was
split between describing their bodies as feeling
"numb", "tense", and "weird/excited".

Three responses

were given for how their body felt during an act of

self-abuse "tense", "numb" "hurting".

Subjects from

both groups used these descriptors equally, with no
clear pattern among them.

In regard to how their body

group
felt after an episode of self-harm, only the MSAB
(30%)

referred to feeling "pain".

Subjects from both

groups described themselves as "relaxed".

One SSAB

subject said she felt "numb", one said she felt
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and one MSAB subject indicated that their self-abusive

behavior became more severe over time.

In addition,

one SSAB subject stated that her self-abusive behavior

became "more meaningful, more of a coping skill for
what

I

had to do".

Subjects were asked "Over time, is there a

difference between how you felt after the first time
that you hurt yourself and how you feel now after you

hurt yourself?"

60%

(3

out of

5)

of the SSAB group

said that they initially "did it for attention" and

received the response they wanted, and that most

recently they "feel better" and "more in control" after

hurting themselves.

One SSAB subject said initially

she was "scared" about what she'd done, and eventually

got "excited" after hurting herself. One SSAB subject
said she couldn't remember the first time she hurt

herself and now it's something she "needs to do to feel
better"

MSAB subjects were distributed between feeling
"scared", "wanting to feel pain" and feeling
"

(physical) pain", and stated that their responses did

Interestingly, 40% of the total

not change over time.

subjects

(2

SSAB and

2

MSAB subjects) indicated that

hurting themselves was an "addictive" behavior,
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subject stated that her self-abusive behavior became
"more meaningful, more of a coping skill for what

I

had

to do".

Subjects were asked "Over time, is there a

difference between how you felt after the first time
that you hurt yourself and how you feel now after you
hurt yourself?"

60%

(3

out of

5)

of the SSAB group

said that they initially "did it for attention" and

received the response they wanted, and that most
recently they "feel better" and "more in control" after

hurting themselves.

One SSAB subject said initially

she was "scared" about what she'd done, and eventually

got "excited" after hurting herself. One SSAB subject

said she couldn't remember the first time she hurt

herself and now it's something she "needs to do to feel
better"

MSAB subjects were distributed between feeling
"scared", "wanting to feel pain" and feeling

"(physical) pain", and stated that their responses did
Interestingly, 40% of the total

not change over time.

subjects

(2

SSAB and

2

MSAB subjects) indicated that

hurting themselves was an "addictive" behavior,
although both MSAB subjects said that they hadn't hurt

themselves in over a year.

(This was not true for the
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2

SSAB subjects, who had both had recent episodes of

self-abusive behavior)
Subjects were asked "How do you feel right after

you have hurt yourself? 1/2 hour afterwards?
afterwards? A day later?"

2

hours

For both groups, responses

were the same to "right after" and "1/2 hour later".
The SSAB group all described themselves as having

positive reactions after hurting themselves, describing

their reactions as "calmer", "proud" and "happy".

The

MSAB group had unanimously negative reactions,
describing feeling "hurt" or "upset".
60% of each group felt "relieved" and

After
40%

(2

of each group felt "upset with (them) selves"

2

hours,

out of

.

5)

A day

later, reactions changed again among both groups.

40%

of each group still felt "better" or "pleased" with

themselves.

40% of each group felt "mad at

(them) selves" and 20%

(one from each group)

felt

"ashamed/embarrassed" about hurting themselves.
Several subjects noted that their reactions depended in
large part on external events, and indicated that these

responses were not necessarily accurate for each
episode of hurting themselves.

When subjects were asked "Do you have a particular
place/environment that you go to when you are going to
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hurt yourself?"

80% of the MSAB subjects said "at a

friend's house".

None of the SSAB subjects indicated

being with friends.

Instead, 100% of the SSAB subjects

and one MSAB subject said "someplace alone", the most

common response being in their bedroom, "because no one
goes there but me".

Subjects were asked to "Describe the events
leading up to an incident of your hurting yourself.

What was the actual physical setting in which you hurt
yourself?

Describe this in as much detail as you can".

All subjects were able to describe the event much more

clearly than the actual physical setting.

Descriptions

of the physical setting tended to be vague, while

emotions and memories of the triggering event were

recalled in much clearer detail.

There were three main

themes among all the incidents: feeling rejected or
unloved; feeling angry at a significant other; feeling

bad about themselves.
and 60%

(3

out of

100%

(5

out of

5)

of the SSAB

of the MSAB subjects described an

5)

incident involving an experience of being "rejected" or
feeling "unloved".

2

of those MSAB subjects and two

additional MSAB subjects reported feeling angry at

significant other.

60%

(3

out of

5)

SSAB subjects

reported feeling bad about themselves, as well as
feeling rejected.
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Subjects were given the following scenario:
"Imagine that you are invisible and can
read minds. You step into someone's room
five minutes before they hurt themselves.
What do you suppose is going on inside of
this person? What are they thinking?
What are they feeling? How did they
decide to hurt themselves? What things
came into their thoughts so that they
made this decision? How do they think
that things will be different (or will
feel different) after hurting themselves?
What would they like to have happen?"

Responses were broken down into three categories:
cognitions, emotions and outcome.

In regard to

cognitions, 100% of the SSAB and 60% of the MSAB

subjects imagined the person thinking that "no one
cares" and 100% of the SSAB subjects said the person

"didn't want to feel their own pain".

MSAB subjects

also imagined that the person "wanted to be like their
friends" (1 out of

5)

to hurt someone else"

and that the person "didn't want
(1

out of 5).

Regarding what the

imagined person was feeling, responses included feeling
"mad",

"hurt" and "bad about themselves".

These

responses were divided equally between the two groups,

with several subjects including more than one response
to the question.

When queried about the imagined outcome of the
scenario, 100% of the SSAB subjects and two (40%) of
feeling more
the MSAB subjects described the person as
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positively, and as having "let something out".

Additionally, 40% of the MSAB group described wanting

significant other to feel "bad"

and 60%

(3

out of

or both groups imagined the person wanting to "get

attention" from a significant other.
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5)

a

.

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was threefold.

First,

to distinguish the difference in level of object

relations between adolescent females who engage in

self-abusive behavior in a serious, repetitive manner
(SSAB group) from adolescent females who engage in

minor self-abusive behavior (MSAB group)
As mentioned earlier, self-abusive behavior is

generally seen as repugnant and is often fear-inducing
to the population at large.

Even trained mental health

professionals experience difficulty in coping with the
countertransference produced by the sight and/or

knowledge of acts of self-abuse.

How then, does self-

abusive behavior become an acceptable coping mechanism
for these adolescents, when it is a behavior so clearly

ingrained as "painful", "frightening" and
"unthinkable"?
Panton (1962) found significantly higher pathology
in MMPI scores among male prisoners who were self-

abusive, copmpared to other, non self-abusive

prisoners.

Martinez (1980), in another study of male

prisoners, found no significant differences in
self-abusive
pathology between those prisoners who were
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and those who did not engage in self-abusive behavior.

Martinez concluded that self-abusive behavior was

primarily for secondary gain, to "elicit a desired
environmental response".

However, he went on to note

that the self-abusive behavior also seemed to be a
"partial consequence of anxiety reduction behavior"
It may be that the prisoners in Martinez's study were

more accurately two discrete groups of SSAB and MSAB
subjects, rather than one homogeneous group.

If SSAB

subjects are distinctly different from MSAB subjects in
level of object relations, this would explain the

conflicting evidence between Panton and Martinez.

Another important question regards the motives

which prompt self-abusive behavior.

A comparison of

motives between the severe self-abusive group and the

minor (control) self-abuse group lends to the
understanding of the process of self-abusive behavior.
It was suggested that two primary motives are involved
as
in self-abusive behavior: One is that it functions

an internalized drama of punishment of self by a

significant other; the other is that it functions to
external
re-establish one's sense of connection to the

world after an experience of depersonalization.
be
was hypothesized that these motives would
It

more strongly evident in the SSAB group.
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In contrast

the primary impetus for self-abusive behavior in the

MSAB group would come from a reaction to the peer
influence of more seriously disturbed individuals.
One hypothesis of the study, therefore is that there is
a positive relationship between severe self-abusive

behavior, severely impaired object relations and the

two predicted motives. Further, it was theorized that

there is a similar positive relationship between minor

self-abusive behavior, healthy object relations and the
influence of peers as a motivating factor.
The final purpose of this study was to develop

a

theoretical model of the process of self-abusive

behavior from the perspective of object relations
theory.

Object relations theory is based on a person's

early integration of "self" representations with
"other" representations, to create a healthy, positive

sense of self.

Individuals with impaired object
-

relations tend to have significantly greater

difficulties forming and maintaining relationships,

because of their early experiences of loss, rejection,
and lack of consistent caretaking.

In such instances,

the intro jected "other" consequently takes on the role
of "punisher" (be it in reference to physical pain or

emotional neglect) and is incorporated as a negative
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intro ject which leaves the individual vulnerable to

self-abusive behavior.
Differences between SSAB Group and MSAB Grou p
This study demonstrates that there are significant

differences in the level of object relations between

SSAB and MSAB adolescent females.

Two of the BORRTI

subscales. Alienation and Insecure Attachment, showed

pathologically high means for the SSAB group and normal
means for the MSAB group, at
significant level.

a

statistically

The MSAB group scores were well

within the normal range for both subscales, indicating
that these adolescents have developed a sense of object

constancy and are able to view significant others in

a

relatively healthy, integrated manner; this suggests
that they are more likely to maintain their own sense
of self despite experiences of loss or rejection.
In contrast, the SSAB group views relationships in
a

much more negative manner, perceiving closeness as

the precursor to pain and intimacy as a fleeting bond

which disintegrates at the slightest provocation.

SSAB

adolescents are unable to separate their sense of who
they are from the vagaries of their relationships.
and
Thus, they experience themselves as victimized

reject
vulnerable to powerful others who are bound to

them in some fundamental manner.
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This is graphically demonstrated by the three
BORRTI items answered pathologically by all SSAB

subjects and by none of the MSAB subjects:
"When a person close to me is not giving
me his or her full attention, I often
feel hurt and rejected".
"It is hard for me to get close to
anyone"
"I often worry that I will be left out of
things"

This over-dependence on the presence and/or

reaction of a significant other to affirm the sense of
self is an overwhelming burden for these young girls.

Although it can be said that all adolescents are
concerned with seeking approval from significant
others, those adolescents with impaired object

relations can be said to "not exist" except in relation
to significant others.

For them, the early introjects

of significant others have remained in stasis.

They

still experience punishment through withdrawal of love
and affection so that there is no ongoing sense of

caring without eventual pain and loss.

While 90% of the participants feel that they have
"been hurt a lot in life", this clearly has different

ramifications for the two groups.

The MSAB group is

able to acknowledge the pain of relationships in a

realistic manner and continues to have hope in future
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intimacy.

This is not so for the SSAB group; they

respond to the pain of relationships by losing hope in

positive experiences of intimacy while trying all the

harder to "be good" through their focus on others.
Interestingly, all of these subjects hurt themselves

while alone, contrasted to the MSAB group, in which 80%
of the subjects hurt themselves in the presence of

friends.

This supports the notion that the SSAB group

feels alienated from others, in that they do not even

allow themselves the opportunity for an interpersonal
response.

The correlational data between the Alienation and

Insecure Attachment subscales for SSAB subjects clearly

demonstrates the connection between experiences of loss
and lack of trust that ongoing relationships will
survive.

Notably, these two subscales do not show a

positive correlation for the MSAB group, which suggests
that these adolescents are able to experience

relationship difficulties and potential loss without
foregoing hope in future positive, lasting

relationships
The Egocentricity subscale further highlights the

differences in object relations between the two groups.
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This subscale points to difficulty in
f erentiating
1

self from others.

Adolescence is

a

period of enormous peer pressure and influence, when
the individuals sense of herself as a young adult is

just emerging.

Compliance to group norms is a

characteristic of this time and social acceptance is of

paramount importance.

Given these conditions, it is

natural to find all adolescents having some "difficulty

separating self from others" during this period.

Although the differences between the two groups were
not significant, it is important to recognize that the

SSAB mean is in the pathological range, while the MSAB

mean is not.

This lends support to the finding of

impaired object relations in the SSAB group as compared
to the more healthy object relations in the MSAB group.

Additionally, the relationship between the

Alienation and Egocentricity subscale for the SSAB
group approaches significance, while there was clearly
no correlation between these two subscales for the MSAB

group.

This trend suggests that those adolescents who

experience considerable pain associated with
relationships are more likely to focus on the personal

meaning of their experience, rather than on the effects
of the experience on others.
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For those individuals who

feel overwhelmed by a sense of rejection or loss, it is

not surprising to find that they show less empathy

toward the significant other, especially as they

perceive the other as having been the instrument of
pain.

Finally, the SSAB group demonstrats a significant

positive correlation between the Insecure Attachment
and Egocentricity subscales, while again, the MSAB

group showed no correlation between these subscales.
The inherent difficulty in integrating and sustaining
object representations, among SSAB subjects, leaves

them unable to contemplate the idea of relationships

with any degree of equanimity, although this remains

a

primary focus in their lives.
Scores on the Social Incompetence subscale for

both groups were within the normal range, although the
SSAB group scores were significantly higher than the

MSAB scores.

This subscale specifically addresses

discomfort in interpersonal relationships.

Therefore,

it is not surprising to find that SSAB subjects are

more uncomfortable with their relationships than MSAB
subjects, given that their relationships tend to be so

MSAB subjects,

fraught with tension and instability.

being better able to function within
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relationship,

would naturally experience less discomfort than SSAB
subjects, who are desperately dependent on significant

others for approval and self-worth.
The negative correlation between Social

Incompetence and Egocentricity subscales for SSAB
subjects lends credence to the idea that these young
girls continue to form relationships with others,

despite their self-focus.

This can be understood as

part of a repetitive cycle in which they form

relationships to gain

a sense of self

but end up

undermining these same relationships because they lack
empathy and the ability to understand the nature of

a

healthy relationship.
Motives for Self-Abusive Behavior
This study demonstrates that there are differences
in motivation for self-abusive behavior between the

SSAB and MSAB group.

At the same time, the findings

suggest there are distinct similarities in the motives
for each group.

For the self— abusive adolescent, self-

abuse is a means by which one can achieve expiation for

both autonomy and dependency.

While the act of self-

abuse causes actual harm to the individual, it provokes
even
at least a partial caretaking response in others,
if only by requiring medical attention.
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For

adolescents who are self-abusive, the secondary gain of

having a significant other respond to their distress
encourages their dependence on others for "protection"
from themselves. The act of self-abuse also provides an

outlet for external punishment, through the experience
of the caregivers reaction.

However, an inherent difficulty in self-abusive

behavior is that it generally induces in others

a

negative reaction, and one which is frequently
punitive.

The act of self-harm is so incomprehensible

to others that it is often met with revulsion and fear.

This in turn perpetuates the experience of less or

withdrawal of affection, which is again internalized by
the adolescent as a statement about their own selfworth.

The result is a vicious cycle in which the

adolescent perceives herself as "bad" and so harms

herself in response to this feeling.

This generates a

negative reaction in others, causing the adolescent to
feel worse about herself, precipitating again the wish

to hurt herself.

This cycle is reflected in one

adolescent's response to the question "What would [you]
like to have happen [after an episode of self-harm]?".

She responded, "hurting myself seems to make it better

immediately after doing it, but it starts all over
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again depending on other people's reaction.

I

want

someone to take care of me and drop everything and make

everything o.k.

And when that doesn't happen, then

I

want to hurt myself again".
To some extent, both the SSAB group and the MSAB

group engaged in self-abusive behavior as an
internalized drama of punishment.

This can be seen in

the analysis of responses to the structured interview
questions.

100% of the SSAB group and 60% of the MSAB

group engaged in self-abusive behavior after an

experience of feeling "rejected" or that "no one
cares".

This finding holds for both the actual

incident the subject described and for the imagined

scenario in which the subject was asked to predict what
In addition, 60% of the

another person was feeling.

SSAB subjects reported feeling "bad about (them) selves"

prior to hurting themselves.
There is no question that self-abusive behavior
is,

by it's very nature, harmful to the self, and thus

can be understood as a form of self-punishment.

For

these adolescents, the pain of an experience of
rejection, whether real or perceived, highlights

failure in self-regard.

a

The act of harming themselves

appears to be a response to an internal message of
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being "bad" from the early negative intro ject of
significant other.

a

One SSAB subject clearly described

the experience of punishment by an internalized other:
"I have no control over it.
I remember
not wanting to do it, but feeling
something separate inside me that would
do it... it's like # it's going to get
me'".

Another SSAB subject commented "I feel they (the
person rejecting her) made me do it". A third SSAB
subject used this explanation for her self-abusive
behavior: "I think

I

deserved it".

"...to pay myself

back for something wrong.." "...I felt like

I

needed to

be punished" was the response of a fourth SSAB subject.

These adolescents, in short, are unable to

differentiate the implications of an action by

a

significant other from their own expectations of
punishment.
"badness"

Having developed early on a "reservoir" of
inside themselves which is unbearable, these

adolescents perceive rejection by a significant other
to be an indictment of their own guilt.

Thus they turn

to self-abusive behavior as a method of expiating blame

through physically harming or "punishing" themselves.
Notably, all of the SSAB subjects reported hurting

themselves when alone, and that self-abuse constitutes
a "private" act.

This is another indication of the
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need for 'these adolescents to atone through self-

punishment for their "bad" behavior, thus highlighting
the internal nature of the act.

Also, these subjects

tended to use "whatever was available" to hurt
themselves, and would often find items and "hold onto
it until it was needed", expecting that they would

again experience the "need" to engage in self-abusive
behavior.

For these adolescents, self-abusive behavior

was an established method of coping with the pain of
relationships, or as one SSAB subject described her
self-abuse:

what

I

"...meaningful, more of a coping skill for

needed to do"

It is not surprising to find that the motive of an

internalized drama of punishment is expressed

unanimously within the SSAB group, given their overall
impaired level of object relations.

The SSAB group in

many ways relies upon interpreting the actions of
others for their own survival as an "individual".
Thus, even a hint of rejection catapults them back to

early experiences of being "bad" and feeling rejected
by a significant other.

This internalized sense of

being bad must be dealt with before the individual can
recover from the incident, and the price paid is self

abuse, thus reinforcing the subject's belief that she
is deserving of punishment.
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While 60% of the MSAB group expressed

a similar

motive for self-abusive behavior, it must be remembered
that these adolescents all had friends who engaged in
se lf -abusive behavior, and in whose presence they

committed their own acts of self-harm.

Perhaps more

importantly, 80% of the MSAB subjects used an implement
for self-abuse which belonged to their friend.

These

adolescents did not find their own methods or
implements of self -abuse, but rather "borrowed" these
from their friends. In fact, the overall focus of the

MSAB group is on the input/reaction of their peers
rather than on the intent of self-harm.

differences between being with
(as seen in the SSAB group)

,

a

The striking

friend and being alone

and using one's own

implement instead of something belonging to

a

friend

when engaging in self-abuse, strongly supports the
operation of contagion as a major element in the
initiation of self-abusive behavior in the MSAB group.
The MSAB group accordingly displayed healthier

object relations than the SSAB group, and it would be

expected that the motive of an internalized drama of

self-punishment would be less likely to appear in this
group.

However, it is possible that the friends from

whom the MSAB group learned of self-abusive behavior
may themselves be closer to the SSAB group.
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This

clearly implies the need for further research as the

present study can not address this issue.
The second motive offered for self-abusive
behavior, i.e. as a method of re-establishing one's

sense of connection to the external world after an

experience of depersonalization, was seen exclusively
in the responses of the SSAB group.

In the imagined

scenario of self-abuse, 100% of the SSAB subjects (and
none of the MSAB subjects) reported that the individual
"didn't want to feel their own (emotional) pain".

It

has already been remarked that 60% of the SSAB subjects
felt "bad about (them) selves" and that all were

experiencing considerable distress regarding some
significant relationship.

Subjects in the SSAB group

clearly described feeling overwhelmed by their thoughts
and feelings, and related this to the experience of

rejection.

This introspection becomes too focused and
induce any internal self-

the individual is unable to

soothing through thoughts of constructive aspects of

her life.
The result is that this individual is compulsively

caught up in thoughts of her experience and reaction to
the experience (instigating the focus on the first

motive discussed) and is unable to "escape
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from her

painful inner world without some powerful external
stimulus.

As described by one SSAB subject "..a

million thoughts go through my head at the same time,
which makes me feel so out of control".

Another SSAB

subject said: "My mind and emotions are screaming from

emotional pain".

The act of self-abusive behavior, in short,

provides a necessary external stimulus, as it gives the
individual a concrete physical focus for her pain, and
thus overshadows her intense emotional pain.

"It

served the purpose of gaining control and getting

a

focus" is the reason one SSAB subject gave for engaging
in self-abusive behavior.

Another subject talked

about the need to "release feelings ... feeling numb and

need to feel something".

Finally, the fifth SSAB

subject described "...wanting to feel pain because
(the)

pain in (my) mind is so strong. ..don't want to

concentrate on mind pain, just other pain".
None of the MSAB subjects reported experiencing a
similar state of mind, nor did any of the MSAB subjects
ascribe their self-abusive behavior to the need to "refocus" their mind of physical pain instead of mental
pain.

100% of the MSAB group reported that their

thoughts prior to hurting themselves revolved around
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being "mad" at a significant other.

In contrast to the

SSAB group, the main motive for the MSAB subjects

appeared to be solely related to their focus on
significant others and prompting some sort of reaction.
These subjects said:
friend",
" (I) ..

" (I) ..

.wanted

(a

" (I) ..

.wanted to be like (my)

.didn't want to hurt someone else",

significant other) to feel bad".

Although both groups rely heavily on other's
opinions and reactions and are concerned with "getting
attention" (60% of both groups stated this was a

desired outcome of self-abuse)

,

the MSAB group was more

aware of other's reactions and saw their behavior as a

way to influence others rather than to specifically
help themselves.

This is further supported by the two

groups initial reactions to their self-abusive
behavior.

While the SSAB group unanimously felt

positively about their behavior, the initial reactions
of the MSAB were 100% negative, stating that they felt

"hurt" (physically) or "upset" about what they had
done.
In the same vein, 80% of the SSAB subjects

reported that the severity of their self-abusive

behavior increased over time, while 80% of the MSAB
group reported no increase in the severity of their
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self-abusive behavior.

For the MSAB subjects, there

was little reason for their self-abusive behavior to
worsen, as it was so concretely linked to peer

influence and provided little positive benefit.

On the

other hand, SSAB subjects developed what several

referred to as an "addictive" pattern of using selfabusive behavior to manage internal stress, thus

increasing the likelihood that the behavior would
worsen, as is the case of other forms of addictive

behavior.

The Process of Self-Abusive Behavior
As can be seen from the previous section, the

process of self-abusive behavior is tightly bound to an
individual's motivation.

It was hoped that this study

would be able to provide a temporal guide to
understanding the motives behind different forms of
self-abuse (minor vs. severe self-abuse).

Although it

is possible to discern general patterns of behavior,

the structured interview however did not elicit

specific enough responses for a comprehensive

understanding of the process itself, i.e., the stages
through which an act of self-abuse passes as it occurs.
The essential components of the process of self-

abusive behavior for the SSAB group appear to include
the following:
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!•

An experience of real or perceived rejection

2

Unrelenting thoughts concerning the experience

.

3.

An awareness of feeling emotionally "bad" or

"out of control"
4.

Procuring an implement for self-abuse (which

may have been held in the eventuality of such

a need)

Belief that only self-abuse will help them to

5.

feel "better"
6.

An awareness of the body feeling "tense" or

"numb"
7

.

Privacy

In spite of being able to highlight some of the

contributing components to self-abuse, it was not
possible to determine a specific trigger for the action
itself.

None of the subjects were able to accurately

describe exactly what specifically moved them from
inaction to action at any particular moment.
Once the action of self-abuse is initiated, the

process becomes even less clear.

Some SSAB subjects

reported not feeling any pain, and simply feeling numb
or tense.

Others reported that they were, indeed,

aware of the pain that they were inflicting upon
themselves, and that the physical pain "distracted"

them from the emotional turmoil.
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Generally, subjects

were aware of a difference between how their body felt
and how their mind felt, but experienced considerable

difficulty in describing the difference.

One obvious

piece of the process is that all SSAB subjects reported
a positive reaction after committing the act of self-

abuse, thus reinforcing their belief that the self-

abuse will help them to feel better.

The process of self-abusive behavior in MSAB

subjects is less clear than that of the SSAB subjects.
It appears that MSAB subjects generally require one or

more of the following conditions to be present prior to
initiating an experience of self-abuse:
1.

An experience of real or perceived rejection

and/or being angry with a significant other
2

.

3.

Frequent thoughts about the experience

An awareness of feeling "upset", "mad" or

rejected
4

.

5.

Proximity to friends

Availability of an implement for self-abuse

(except for one subject, who just used her "own body")
6.

Belief that self-abuse will induce a reaction

in a significant other
7.

An awareness of feeling "nervous" or "tense"

As with the SSAB group, it was not possible to

discern an actual "trigger" for the decision to self-
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abuse.

Inqueries into the internal process during an

act of self-abuse revealed no clear pattern.

Some

subjects noted a difference between how their mind and

body felt, while others said there was no difference.
All MSAB subjects had a negative reaction after hurting
themselves, which they described as feeling "hurt"
(physically), "stupid", or "upset" at having engaged in

the behavior.

Since all subjects had hurt themselves

at least twice, it is not clear why MSAB subjects would

repeat such an action given this response.
likely that peer influence plays a role.

It is
It is also

possible that the secondary gain associated with selfabuse, namely attention from significant others, was

sufficient to allow for a "repeat performance".

Again,

this seems to be material ripe for further study.

Limitations of the Study and Implications for
Future Research

One major limitation of this study was the small

sample size.

Group differences could be more

dramatically addressed with a larger sample.

Also,

this study drew its participants from several different

programs

,

as no one site had sufficient numbers of

self-abusing adolescents from which to draw subjects.
Perhaps conducting a similar study using several major
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treatment sites (such as inpatient adolescent

psychiatric units) would provide a large enough sample,
and at the same time control for possible differences
in residential treatment.

This would also provide an

opportunity for determining more specifically the onset
and effects of contagion.

Another limitation of this study was the inability
to assess the object relations and self-abusive history
of the friends of MSAB subjects.

No specific

information was gathered in this area, which prevented
a

complete understanding of the effects of contagion

and the origins of MSAB subjects motivation for selfabuse.

Other limitations derive from the nature of the
instruments used in this study.

The structured

interview relied only on self-reports.

The subject's

unfamiliarity with the interviewer also may have had an
effect on the material disclosed.

Future studies might

include interviews of the participants primary

clinician to supplement the interview.

While the BORRTI has an established set of nonpathological norms, these were derived from work with
adult subjects.

Although the BORRTI has been used with

many different groups (including bulimics, borderlines
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and sex offenders)
al.,

(Becker, et.al.,

1987; Bell, et.

1988, Slovik, 1988) the BORRTI has not been used

specifically with an adolescent population.

There may

exist differences in the non-pathological norms which
are distinct to adolescence, and this is certainly a

topic for future investigation.

Another limitation of this study is the lack of
detailed history of sexual abuse.

a

Other researchers

(Green, 1978; Pattison, 1983; Shapiro, 1987; Walsh,
1991, etc.) have shown that the incidence of sexual

abuse in self-abusing females is phenomenally high.

While this study attempted to control for the
experience of sexual abuse,
nature of the abuse,

a

detailed history of the

(including age at onset,

relationship to the subject, number of different
incidents, etc.) was not solicited.

Thus it is not

clear what effect, if any, particular types of

experiences of sexual abuse might have on the findings.
If there is a relationship between the nature of abuse

and the severity of impairment of object relations, it

would certainly have an effect on the results of a
study of this sort.
To increase the generalizability of the results,

comparison
it would be beneficial to include additional
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groups.

These might include adolescents who have not

engaged in self-abusive behavior, as well as
adolescents who have engaged in other types of selfabusive behavior, such as bulimia, anorexia or
substance abuse.
Finally, this study was conducted with adolescent
females.

Although the incidence of self-abusive

behavior in males is significantly lower (Walsh, 1987)
it would certainly be interesting to explore potential

gender differences as a means of more fully

understanding self-abusive behavior.
Summary

Distinct group differences were found between
severe self-abusing adolescents and minor self-abusing
adolescents.

Severe self-abusing adolescents showed

significantly impaired object relations, which were
evident in the motivation precipitating their behavior.
These subjects also provided information which led to
seven criteria for their acts of self-abuse, which may

help us in understanding the internal, temporal process
of self-abuse.

Minor self-abusing adolescents showed

healthy object relations, their motivation for selfabuse appearing to be related more to peer influence

than to internal trauma associated with relationships.
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Although an understanding of the process of selfabusive behavior in these adolescents was attempted,
the nature of the process is much less clear.
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APPENDIX A

DIAGNOSTIC MEASURE AND CLINICAL INTERVIEW
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CLINICAL INTERVIEW
1*

"What thoughts go through your mind leading up to

an act of self-abuse?"
2.

"What does your body feel like just

before/ during/after you hurt yourself?"
3.

"Is there a difference between how your body feels

and how your mind feels (how you experience your state
of mind) before, during and after hurting yourself?

Can you describe this difference if there is one?"
4.

"Do you have a particular place/environment that

you go to when you are going to hurt yourself?"
5.

"Do you have a particular method of hurting

yourself?"
6.

"Over time, is there a difference between how you

felt after the first time(s) that you hurt yourself and

how you feel now after you hurt yourself"
7.

"Over time, is there a difference in the severity

of self abuse?"
8.

"How do you feel right after you have hurt

yourself?

1/2 hour afterwards?

2

hours afterwards?

day later?"
9.

"Describe the events leading up to an incident of

your hurting yourself.

What was the actual physical

setting in which you hurt yourself?
as much detail as you can."
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Describe this in

A

10.

"How did you decide upon whatever you used to hurt

yourself?

used one)

Where did you get this implement (if you
?

How long had you had it?

Is this something

that you use for other purposes or specific to hurting

yourself?"
11.

"Imagine that you are invisible and can read minds.

You step into someone's room five minutes before they

hurt themselves.

What do you suppose is going on

inside of this person?
are they feeling?

themselves?

What are they thinking?

What

How did they decide to hurt

What things came into their thoughts so

that they made this decision?

How do they think that

things will be different (or will feel different) after

hurting themselves?

What would they like to have

happen?"
12.

"Who else do you know who has engaged in self-

abusive behaviors?"
etc.

(e.g.,

friends, family members,

Names of specific individuals not required).
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APPENDIX B
CONSENT FORM AND AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE
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Dear

i

My name is Kristina Hallett and I am a doctoral
student in Clinical Psychology, at the University of
Massachusetts. I am doing a study to gain a better
understanding of self-abusive behavior. Your child has
been asked to participate in this study based on her
past history of engaging in self-abusive behavior
(e.g., cutting, burning or biting herself).
Participation in this study is in addition to your
daughter/ward's usual services. Whether or not your
daughter/ward is in this study, she will continue to
receive her regular services.

Participation in this study will involve
approximately one hour of your daughter/ward's time.
During that hour, she will participate in a structured
clincial interview with a trained clincian, and will
complete a 90 question true-false questionnaire. Along
with your daughter/ward, approximately twelve other
adolescent girls will participate in this study.
The results of this study will benefit mental
health professionals who work with children who engage
in self-abusive behavior in better understanding why
these children sometimes hurt themselves. It may also
benefit your daughter/ward in helping her to understand
why she has engaged in self-abusive behavior in the
past.

Possible risks to your daughter/ward from
participating in this study may include some potential
distress in reviewing past history of self-abusive
behavior, or in answering the questionnaire. If your
daughter/ward should appear to become distressed by
participating in this study (either through verbally
expressing discomfort or through nonverbal signs of
distress), the interviewer will end the interview.
The results of this study will be used to write a
paper about self-abusive behavior in adolescent girls
and some of the reasons that may motivate them to hurt
Your daughter/ward's name and any other
themselves.
information that would identify her will not be
included. All identifying information will be
destroyed at the end of the study so no permanent
record of your daughter/ward's participation will
You and your daughter/ward have the right to
remain.
,
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stop being in this study at any time. This will not
affect the treatment services your child receives now
or in the future.
Please sign the line you choose below and call me
if you have any questions.
I can be reached at (413)
781-6485.
Sincerely,

Kristina Hallett, M.S.

I understand the information in this letter and agree
to my daughter/ward being in this study.

Signed:

Date:

Parent or Guardian
I understand the information in this letter but do not
agree to my daughter/ward being in this study.

Date:

Signed:

Parent or Guardian
The above named participant appears to understand the
nature of this study and her child's participation.
Date:

Signed:

Witness
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Agreement to Participate in Research Study
understand that I have
been asked to participate in a research study on selfabusive behavior in adolescent girls. With my
parent's/ guardian's permission, I agree with the
following statements:
,

Please check each statement as it applies to you.
I can withdraw from this study at any time
1.
without any changes in my treatment.
2
I

.

I can ask the interviewer any questions that
might have about this study.

If I become distressed by any part of the
interview or questionniare, my therapist will be
contacted by the interviewer, and notified about the
general content of my distress.
3.

If I become distressed by any part of the
interview process (regardless of whether or not I tell
the interviewer will
the interviewer that I am upset)
end the interview and the charge nurse/program
supervisor will be notified abour the general content
of my distress.
4.

,

understand that the specific nature of what
I may disclose to the interviewer will remain
confidential, unless I disclose information regarding
intended harm to myself or others, in which case that
information will be shared with my treatment team.
5.

I

The potential risks and benefits of this
study have been explained to me and I understand all
such potential risks and benefits.
6.

Date:

Signed:

Participant
Date:

Witness
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